Hello plantation of tea in Taiwan,

why are you so even?

When I get to drink tea I'll think about Taiwan
Goodbye Sun,
where are you going?
When it starts getting dark, others are seeing sunrise
Hello water,

why do you sometimes flood everything?

The water shoots out strongly!
Hello plague,

why do you eat the tree?

You also have the right to live
Hello floor,

I'm going to give you to drink little by little

why do you have cracks?
Hello iceberg from Argentina,

why do you move?

Ice is a substitute for fresh water
Hello rainbow,

why do you come out when there is rain and sun?

Some animals only see in black and white.
Hello mine from Spain,

why do you have that shape?

Thank you for all the minerals that you have given us.
Hello dam from Wales,

why have they built you?

A fish told me that he couldn’t travel anymore
Hello airplane,

I'm not afraid to fly anymore

how do you rise in the sky?
Hello field,

what do you use those wheels for?

The bread is so good!
Hello electricity,

what are you?

Energy is not created or destroyed, it is only transformed.